Submissions form
We seek your feedback on the specifc proposals in the Zero Carbon Bill.
Either email this submission to ZCB.Submissions@mfe.govt.nz (Microsoft Word document (2003 or
later) or PDF) or post to Ministry for the Environment, PO Box 10362, Wellington, 6143.
Publishing and releasing submissions
All or part of any writen submission (including names of submiters) may be published on the
Ministry for the Environment’s website, www.mfe.govt.nz. Unless you clearly specify otherwise in
your submission, the Ministry will consider that you have consented to website postng of both your
submission and your name.
Contents of submissions may be released to the public under the Ofcial lnformaton Act 1982
following requests to the Ministry for the Environment (including via email). Please advise if you have
any objecton to the release of any informaton contained in a submission, including commercially
sensitve informaton, and in partcular which part(s) you consider should be withheld, together with
the reason(s) for withholding the informaton. We will take into account all such objectons when
responding to requests for copies of, and informaton on, submissions to this document under the
Ofcial lnformaton Act.
The Privacy Act 1993 applies certain principles about the collecton, use and disclosure of informaton
about individuals by various agencies, including the Ministry for the Environment. lt governs access
by individuals to informaton about themselves held by agencies. Any personal informaton you
supply to the Ministry in the course of making a submission will be used by the Ministry only in
relaton to the maters covered by this document. Please clearly indicate in your submission if you do
not wish your name to be included in any summary of submissions that the Ministry may publish.

Personal / organisaton details
You must provide either a company name or given name(s)
Company name
Given names

Peter

Surname

Hewet

Contact person
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Submiter type, pick one:


Individual



NGO



Business / lndustry



Local Government



Central Government



lwi / Māori



University



Research lnsttute



School



Community Group



Unspecifed / Other

2050 target
1.

What process should the Government use to set a new emissions reducton target in legislatonn
Pick one:


the Government sets a 2050 target in legislaton now



the Government sets a goal to reach net zero emissions by the second half of the century,
and the Climate Change Commission advises on the specifc target for the Government to set
later.
Optonal commento
Short term targets are also essental. Setng a target for 2050 can be interpreted
to mean that nothing needs to be done in this decade. Actually, it is urgent that
real changes are made now.

2.

lf the Government sets a 2050 target now, which is the best target for New Zealandn
Pick one:


net zero carbon dioxide: Reducing net carbon dioxide emissions to zero by 2050



net zero long-lived gases and stabilised short-lived gases: Long-lived gases to net zero by
2050, while also stabilising short-lived gases



net zero emissionso Net zero emissions across all greenhouse gases by 2050.
Optonal comment
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3.

How should New Zealand meet its targetsn
Pick one:


domestc emissions reductons only iincluding from new forest plantng)



domestc emissions reductons (including from new forest plantng) and using some
emissions reductons from overseas (internatonal carbon units) that have strong
environmental safeguards.
Optonal comment

4.

Should the Zero Carbon Bill allow the 2050 target to be revised if circumstances changen
Pick one:


yes



no.
Optonal comment
The target should be revised only if circumstances change signifcantly. Changes
in economic conditons should not be a justfcaton for a revision. Advances in
science or a new internatonal agreement (such as a more ambitous Paris
agreement) may be reasons for a revision.

Emissions budgets
5.

The Government proposes that three emissions budgets of fve years each (ie, covering the next
15 years) be in place at any given tme. Do you agree with this proposaln
Pick one:


yes



no.
Optonal comment

6.

Should the Government be able to alter the last emissions budget (ie, furthest into the future)n
Pick one:


yes, each incoming Government should have the opton to review the third budget in the
sequence
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yes, the third emissions budget should be able to be changed, but only when the subsequent
budget is set



no, emissions budgets should not be able to be changed.
Optonal comment

7.

Should the Government have the ability to review and adjust the second emissions budget
within a specifc range under exceptonal circumstancesn
Pick one:


yes



no.
Optonal comment

8.

Do you agree with the consideratons we propose that the Government and the Climate Change
Commission take into account when advising on and setng budgetsn
Pick one:


yes



no.
Optonal comment

Government response
9.

Should the Zero Carbon Bill require Governments to set out plans within a certain tmeframe to
achieve the emissions budgetsn
Pick one:


yes



no.
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Optonal comment

10. What are the most important issues for the Government to consider in setng plans to meet
budgetsn For example, who do we need to work with, what else needs to be consideredn
Comment
The plans need to be efectve. They need to make a real diference in minimising
the man made causes of climate change.

Climate Change Commission
11. The Government has proposed that the Climate Change Commission advises on and monitors
New Zealand’s progress towards its goals. Do you agree with these functonsn
Pick one:


yes



no.
Optonal comment
The Commission should have a monitoring and advisory role. lt cannot do this
independently if it is also the decision making body.

12. What role do you think the Climate Change Commission should have in relaton to the New
Zealand Emissions Trading Scheme (NZ ETS)n
Pick one:


advising the Government on policy setngs in the NZ ETS



makes decisions itself, in respect of the number of units available in the NZ ETS.
Optonal comment
The Commission should have a monitoring and advisory role. lt cannot do this
independently if it is also the decision making body.

13. The Government has proposed that Climate Change Commissioners need to have a range of
essental and desirable expertse. Do you agree with the proposed expertsen
Pick one:


yes



no.
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Optonal comment

Adaptng to the impacts of climate change
14. Do you think the Zero Carbon Bill should cover adaptng to climate changen
Pick one:


yes



no
Optonal comment

15. The Government has proposed a number of new functons to help us adapt to climate change.
Do you agree with the proposed functonsn
Pick one:


yes



no.
Optonal comment

16. Should we explore setng up a targeted adaptaton reportng power that could see some
organisatons share informaton on their exposure to climate change risksn
Pick one:


yes



no.
Optonal comment
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